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By way of background for a brief dis-

COMPUTATIONAL cussion of a computer-aided research

SOCIOLINGUISTICS* effort in the sociology of language, it
might be helpful to provide some orient-

ing information about the comparatively new field of computational sociolin-

guistics.

Although there is now in process a substantial reaction against the unusually

heavy emphasis in American linguistics on exclusively intersymbolic analysis,

for many decades linguistics in this country tended to produce analyses which

were primarily "syntactic" or intralingual, with comparatively little regard

for the antecedent or consequent aspects of language behavior. There was

however, understandably, relatively little concern for "semantics" and far

less for "pragmatics," if one puts the matter in the widely employed Morrisean

categories.

Under those circumstances there did develop, in some isolation from linguistics

in this more confined sense, a number of subspecialties at least ancillary to

linguistics; but they were located in other academic disciplines. Anthropo-

logical linguistics, to be sure, has been far closer to linguistics in its

most straitened sense than have psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics; in-

deed, in some universities linguistics became almost as much the preserve of

anthropology departments as earlier it had been that of the historical philo-

logians in departments of languages and literatures. In America psycholin-

guistics has flourished for going on two decades, but it has done so rather

independently of the linguistic "establishment." To date sociolinguistics

has not had the intensity of fostering attention that the psychology of lan-

guage has recently received, but to a considerable extent it does share with

psycholinguistics the characteristic of a growth along its own lines rather

than as an appendage of linguistics. In studying the social functions of

language sociolinguists characteristically have made the boundaries of their

analyses social rather than lingual, thus placing language events in a social

setting rather than explicating social actions in models of linguistic con-

texts.

The application of large digital computers and programs to the analysis of

data is today a characteristic of much linguistic research, both basic and

applied, and irrespective of the departmental and disciplinary affiliations

of the investigators. But taken together with revisions of concepts of lin-

guistics, and the general growth of interest in systems approaches, the use

of the computer may be one of the ways in which varied linguistic interests

come to be rendered interrelated and,,even, intellectually coherent. Here

the criterion of coherence might be set at monism as to models.

*Dr. Sedelow is Dean, School of Library Science; Associate Professor,

Department of Sociology and Department of Information Science; and Research

Associate, Institute for Research in Social Science, University of North Caro-

lina at Chapel Hill.
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If, then, we define sociolinguistics to be the study of language-as-behavior

in social context, computational sociolinguistics is the restlt of the appli-

cation to that study of the power of the computer. As computational lin-

guistics shares with traditional linguistics a conceptual isolating of lan-

guage as an independent order of reality, so computational sociolinguistics

may be said to share with the sociology of language the more comprehensive

models of language in relation to other, circumambient social variables.

At the various linguistics meetings held at the University of California at

Los Angeles during the summer of 1966 a number of participants, and not

least those from abroad, bespoke the importance of re-establishing in social

context the analysis of language. Insofar as this mode of procedure comes

to prevail, the sociology of language should :ind itself, increasingly,

toward the center of linguistic research. Since the rigor and scientific

character sought by many of the younger prominent linguists imply a multi-

plicity of parameters and a volume of data which, practically speaking, can

by adequately coped with only be very large computational facilities, it may

be urged that for linguistics in its more restricted senses the structuring

for computational handling of research problaus of a sociolinguistic charac-

ter prospectively is also of considerable importance.

Although it would be impractical here to attempt to summarize the results or

significance for general sociology of work to date in the sociology of lan-

guage, much less its utility for linguistics, there is one possibly massive

implication of computational sociolinguistics for the future of social be-

havior studies that might be said to demand mention. As we more intensively

study social infrastructures perhaps the biggest hole in our analytic net is

the absence of a tight examination of the verbal component of face-to-face

interactions as part of a total kinesis of small groups. And without denying

for a moment the feasibility, even the high desirability, of simultaneously

employing models of social phenomena varying greatly in scale, it might be

argued that a sine qua non for a science of human behavior is a comprehensive

modeling of behavior within that social cell, the small group. For reliable,

precise prediction of interactive behavior it seems self-evident that we

need to cope analytically with the verbal elements in that behavior which

constitute such a substantial part of it. For some features of the total

interaction the Homunculus programs of the Gullahorns provide a useful ap-

proach, and for certain types of language exchange the General Inquirer of

Philip Stone and others, is useful. But the General Inquirer requires pre-

coding into fixed categories the word components of the strings of language

to be studied. In addition to any questions we may have about the satisfac-

toriness of those categories, it is evident that given the amounts of verbal

data to be processed we need a largely automated, reactive capability for

that processing. A marriage of language-analytic procedures--computer based- -

with other highly automated procedures for characterizing human interaction

should produce offspring that could grow to prodigious power in predicting

behavioral detail even in nonexperimentally-structured settings. Just as

it may seem narrow and unrealistic for linguists to have divorced studies

of language from studies of the social conditions and correlates of its use,

so we may assume it will come to seem narrow and unrealistic for social



scientists to divorce studies of human behavior from the linguistic models

and techniques which pre-eminently apply to so much of that behavior in vivo.

*

One of rly major interests is a systematic approach to scientific creativity,

and, more particularly, to creativity in the work of social/behavioral

scientists. The processes whereby new verbal models, or protomodels, emerge

into the discourse of social analysis are an intermediate subject of atten-

tion in this effort. A more proximate target, and a precondition for

further progress along certain lines, is exactness of description of long

language strings, so that they may be discriminated one from another with

high reliability and so that even slight shifts in distributions of charac-

teristics may be readily discerned.

One of the criteria used in evaluating "artificial intelligence" research

is the closeness of approximation to human decisions of its outputs. Since

the quantities of verbal data to be studied are so large, it is important

to automate the needed procedures as fully as possible, thus implying arti-

ficial intelligence rather than just the more obvious forms of verbal data

processing. To check the empirical adequacy of human perceptions as to

characteristics of long strings of social analysis prose over against the

computation rigor of the programmed machine, as well as to provide a signi-

ficant set of human decisions for a man-machine system to approximate, I am

doing some analyses of substantial segments of Hume's History of England with

the assistance of a set of programs generated in the Linguistics Analysis

Project (earlier, the Stylistics Analysis Project), sponsored by the Office

of Naval Research. The comparisons with human judgments will make use of

some earlier studies of Hume's History of England that I undertook without

the computer's aid.

Some of the dimensions that I have used in attempting to describe character-

istics of Hume's lexicon, rhetoric, and mythology are also of high pragmatic

significance, in the sense that they also may be used in measuring a person-

ality and social/cultural variables that have impinged on its formation.

So it might be said that in this research the computations carried out with

the aid of the computer should have relevance for characterizing Hume's

History of England, a major work of social analysis; that elis case study

should be useful in facilitating the semi-automating of a procedure for

rather routinely conducting such verbal artifact analysis; and that the

categories employed may be fitted into a more comprehensive, systematic model

of creativity as it occurs in the communication processes of social scientists.

A programmed modeling of this sort necessarily implies an attention to the

pragmatic and semantic aspects of acts of communication, and thus we have here

one phase of a computational project in sociolinguistics exemplifying a kind

of approach that can be used to fit together linguistic and sociological

variables for the systematic study of human interaction.
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some analyses of substantial segments of Hume's History of primar-

ily with the assistance of a set of programs generated in the Linguistics

Analysis Project. The comparisons with human judgments will make use of

some earlier studies of Hume's History of England that I undertook without

the computer's aid. Some of the dimensions that I have used in attempting

to describe characteristics of Hume's lexicon, rhetoric, and mythology are

also of high pragmatic significance, in the sense that they also may be used

in measuring a personality and social/cultural variables that have impinged

on its formation.

So it might be said that in this research the computations carried out

with the aid of the computer should have relevance for characterizing Hume's

HialRELF2Lalakt-A, a major work of social analysis; that this case study

should be useful in facilitating the semi-automating of a pmr:edure for

rather routinely conducting such verbal artifact analysis; and that the

categories employed may be fitted into a more comprehensive, systematic

model of creativity as it occurs in the communication processes of social

scientists. A programmed modeling of this sort necessarily implies an atten-

tion to the pragmatic and semantic aspects of acts of communication, and thus

we have here one phase of a computational project in sociolinguistics exempli-

fying a kind of approach that can be used to fit together linguistic and socio-

logical variables for the systematic study of human interaction.


